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Dear Colleagues,
summer has come ... The new IFAN newsletter appears a little later than expected. This time only a few
contributions were submitted - thanks for that! We will certainly all be happy when there will be a wider
range of reports next time at the end of the year.
I wish you all a good time - maybe until September at the IFAN conference!
Heartily
Gernot Adolphi

Every drop a day … (Rose Ausländer)

Reports and contributions from the countries

Netherlands
June, 13th, 2021
Dear IFAN collegues,
Today is a remarkable day, it is the first day since March 2020 that no one in a nursinghome died of Covid19,
and there was no new positive coronatest result in one of our nursinghome's. It has been a marathon in
Holland, just 5 weeks ago it was code “black”in much hospitals, when we are at the top of the third wave of
Covid 19. Recently there was a survey about the work pressure and conditions of nurses, a few days ago the
results said that much nurses are tired, need vacation and need new young collegues. Well, I think it will be
the same in the other countrys in the world and it will be very important to support young nurses and
inspire them for the job.
In our chapter we didn't have much activities due to the coronapandemic during the past 6 months, besides
our annual (online) meeting on May 12th, the international day of Nurses. We talked with each other and
decided to start with 2 projects. The first project start's next week, we will re-write our profile of Nurse,
expert Antroposophic Care. It will be an actual standard of our specialism comparing with other (regular)
specilism of nursing. We will get support of the regular trade union of nurses. We will be proud to present
the results next year. The second project will be supporting a survey of maternity care with research
questions like“warmth and the antroposophic care in the first weeks of a baby and the results in later
childhood.”
It is good to start with those projects and have another point of view after so many months of Covid. While I
am writing this, I enjoy the plants in my small garden, they represent hope and harmony.
For the first time there grows an olive at my tree, which is very rare in the conditions of West Holland, and
the Alchemilla acutiloba and the roses gives so much flowers! They inspire to use them just in this period.
I am not sure if it will be possible to meet each other live at the conference and Tagung in September, but
maybe we will!
From Holland we wish you a good Summer, enjoy the days off and for those who still have to work, stay
strong!
In behalf of our chapter,
with love and best regards,
Ingrid Spee
Chairwoman of the Dutch chapter V & VN Antroposophic care union.

New Zealand
Kia ora everyone from Aotearoa New Zealand from the midst of Winter.
It is wonderful to receive the communication of all that is happening in September at the Goetheanum. With
our NZ ‘elimination’ strategy, despite all the benefits it brings, we feel even further away and isolated from
the rest of the world.
A New Zealand / Australia ‘travel bubble’ began in April, so we are holding our breaths a little that our four
Australian students can still join us in August for the next seminar in the Foundation Certificate in
Anthroposophic Nursing. Michelle Vette and I hope to have 20 participants together finally at Taruna
College in Hawkes Bay to continue the programme.
We are excited and heartened to hear from some colleagues around the country, how already the students
bring a new impulse and initiative in their different communities and work situations such as school and
hospice settings.

The 2020 FCAN intake who combined with
the 2019 group in the March Seminar 2021

We look forward next week to the Kolisko Conference that will be held in Hawkes Bay and the opportunity
to meet as a nursing group through the four days.
Our Anthroposophic Nursing Association in New Zealand annual conference is planned for September after
all the events in Dornach. We will integrate into our programme some of the recordings from the
International Spirituality in Nursing Conference sessions so that we feel part of the sharing and discussion of
the themes.
Warmest wishes to you all,
Nga mihi nui
Deborah Bednarek
For the FCAN faculty and ANANZ

USA
IFAN NEWS from North American Anthroposophic Nurses Association
June 2021
St John’s Tide
With the warmth of the sun and its many gifts to us, NAANA sends greetings to all colleagues worldwide.
In place of written words please enjoy these images.
I hope the Swiss border will open allowing us to be together in September.
St. John's Tide
Elizabeth Sustick, President NAANA

I hold the Sun within me
He guides me to the world as king
I hold the Moon within me
She retains my form
I hold Mercury within me
He holds the Sun and Moon together
I hold Venus within me
Without her love all things are naught
She with Mars unites
Who speaks my being in words
That Jupiter may enlighten all
And Saturn seasoned
In me lights forth my being’s colours
These are the seven of the world
I am the seven
I am the world, the width of earth
I am the sun
And Christian with cross and roses
stands next to you as spirit
I receive the world
With the Seven.
Rudolf Steiner (GA 40, S.188 ff)

Join our team at Humanizing Medicine
We are seeking an RN or LPN to help our infusion nurse for our integrative medicine practice. This job is full
time M-F.
Our aim is to: Provide individualized Anthroposophic integrative medicine to our members through a Direct
Primary Care model. Offer safe, evidence based treatment options to patients that may be more desirable
than standard of care or integrate with standard of care.
Hiring qualified candidates now.
Responsibilities:
• Maintain a safe, clean, quiet, social, quality space with several patients in the infusion room and in
isolation rooms. (12+ per day)
• Assist in preparation of IV infusions of mistletoe (viscum album), vitamin c, and other
complementary medicines for our patients.
• Start IVs of mistletoe, vitamin C, and other nutritional infusions
• Assist with patient instruction for subcutaneous injection
• Continuous medical education in integrative Anthroposophic medicine
• Learn herbal compresses, therapeutic foot baths, and therapeutic oil application
• Perform vital signs, EKGs and other tests
• Help with stocking supplies
Work experience
Ideal candidate is comfortable working with cancer patients as well as family practice patients. You will be
working closely with an RN in a busy work environment during infusions. BLS certified. Hospital/clinic
experience and oncology experience a plus. LPN or RN welcome. Port experience a plus.
Benefits include partially covered Health Share membership- we use Sedera, as well as at cost primary care
needs.
Please include a brief original paragraph along with your resume including why you would like this
position.
Thank you,
Mark Hancock MD, MPH
Job Type: Full-time
Medical Specialty:
• Medical-Surgical
COVID-19 considerations:
All in the clinic are in masks. Isolation rooms are in use. Special cleaning procedures are in use for Covid.
License/Certification:
• BLS Certification (Preferred)
• RN or LPN (Preferred)
Work Location:
• One location
EMR Used:
• Not listed / Other
Relocation Assistance Provided:
• No
Company's website:
• humanizingmedicine.com

Work Remotely:
• No
COVID-19 Precaution(s):
• Social distancing guidelines in place
• Sanitizing, disinfecting, or cleaning procedures in place

Aus den folgenden Ländern gibt es dieses Mal keine Beiträge oder Berichte:
There are no contributions and reports from the following countries this time:

Austria

New Zealand

Chile

Spain

China

Sweden

France

Taiwan

Germany

Thailand

Iceland

United Kingdom

Japan

Switzerland

Malaysia

Reports from the IFAN working groups
Report from the Vademecum editorial team
After a year of intensive work on the first 9 instructional films, the editorial team of the Nursing Vademecum
had to take a breather. The German films have been online since Christmas. The recording of other
languages has been delayed, so that the Spanish films will only go online at the beginning of July and the
English and French versions only in August or September.
We would appreciate some feedback from you on the films, as we need to decide for 2022 whether we
should shoot more films in this form.
The year 2021 is now marked by orientation. In our group internal processes needed to be looked at, which
we found difficult via Zoom. In May we were finally able to meet in “real” again after many months and
currently (beginning of July) we are in Switzerland for our annual intensive work week! Here we happy to
welcome a new member: Gabriela Cimpeanu, a nurse working in geriatric care in the Munich area, worked
with us for a few days and decided to join the Vademecum editorial team.
By the way, we are still looking for people who can imagine working with us, preferably with experience not
only with the External Applications but also with working on the PC.

One question for the future is whether we should change the structure our homepage by focussing on
certain topics, maybe with relation to "CARE"-themes. Especially the area of paediatrics is still hardly
present, as so far no we had no Questionnaires sent back from this special area.
In order to make a start on this topic, we just had a professional exchange with several experts from this
field at the beginning of our working week. We hope this will serve us as a basis for the work on External
Applications in children. This will certainly become a focus of our work in the coming months.
Another big question for the future is the issue of translations. At the last IFAN conference we already
communicated, that translation can only continue, if the funding and/or practical implementation is taken
over by the respective countries. Unfortunately, there was no reaction to this.
In concrete terms, translation into English is actually no longer taking place, now that Carol Brousseau has
retired from the Medical Section. She has faithfully and independently translated continuously over the past
years. We still have small funds left, from which part of the translation can be financed this year. But the
question really remains whether the interest in the translations is big enough that the initiative for this
comes from the international movement.
By the way, we were very pleased to receive some donations from individuals, after our appeal at the
beginning of the year! We would be even happier if this would be copied by more individuals
.
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ICANA
The administration of the ICANA account has been handed over from Ursa Neuhaus to Ingo Förster.
From now on, please do not send requests for reimbursement by ICANA to Ursa, but to Ingo.
They should still be addressed to:
ICANA, Medical Section
Rüttiweg 45
4143 Dornach
Switzerland
However, they should actually be sent directly to Ingo.
By e-mail: ingo.foerster@posteo.de
By snail-mail: Ingo Förster
Ziegeleiweg 11
88693 Deggenhausertal
Germany

